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Up to now, there are few studies on the application of pulse position modulation (PPM) and
orbital angular momentum (OAM) in measurement-device-independent (MDI) quantum private
queries (QPQ) protocol. Given this, we design a QPQ protocol based on PPM-OAM and MDI-QKD,
i.e., PPM-OAM-MDI-QPQ protocol, which avoids the dependence of the basis besides inheriting
the advantages of MDI-QKD (quantum key distribution). Our PPM-OAM-MDI-QPQ protocol can
achieve longer-distance QPQ and speed up private queries. Moreover, our PPM-OAM-MDI-QPQ
protocol can eliminate the basis-dependent flaw and demonstrate a useful technique for high-rate
satellite-based QPQ. Meanwhile, our protocol applies quantum memory to achieve the function of
quantum repeater, achieving much longer-distance QPQ.

PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here

I. INTRODUCTION

In 2008, Giovannetti, Lloyd and Maccone [1] have first
proposed to apply quantum mechanics to a cheat sensi-
tive protocol, i.e., quantum private queries (QPQ) pro-
tocol. In their protocol, when querying the database, the
privacy of the user and database can be protected. Re-
cently, many improved QPQ protocols [2–10] have been
proposed. Like BB84 quantum key distribution (QKD)
protocol [11], most existing researches of QPQ replace
weak coherent pulses (WCPs) as the ideal single-photon
source which is hard to achieve with the current tech-
nique. It is well known that the number of photons
of WCPs obey the Poisson distribution, including three
kinds of pulses, i.e., multiphoton pulse, a single photon
pulse and an vacuum pulse. However, the vacuum pulse
of WCPs takes high up to 90.48%, while single photon of
WCPs with only a probability of 9.05% and its one-bit-
per-photon encoding, limiting the key generation rate of
the QPQ protocol fundamentally.

Fortunately, pulse position modulation (PPM), a solu-
tion to the vacuum pulses, can be used to greatly increase
the key generation rate of QKD protocols by modulating
photons into a PPM symbol (also known as a frame) com-
posed of multiple time slots [12]. Within a frame, only
one time slot (position) contains a photon pulse, while
all the remaining time slots are vacuum. This position
can be selected by the modulation signal. Especially in
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free-space satellite communication, PPM is shown to be
particularly useful [14], achieving higher key rates, be-
yond the photon reception limit.

Moreover, many scholars have recently applied the
PPM modulation technology to increase the key genera-
tion rate of the BB84 protocol. In 2005, Nazarathy [12]
proposed to use PPM to improve the photon efficiency
in QKD. In 2013, Zhou et al. [15] proposed an adaptive
PPM for high-dimensional QKD. In 2014, Zhang et al.
[16] used the PPM frames with two clicks besides those
with a single click to better increase the photon efficiency
over high loss quantum channel. In 2015, Zhong et al.
[17] designed and demonstrated the first PPM-QKD with
decoy-state. In 2017, Mao et al. [18] proposed an effi-
cient measurement-device-independent (MDI)-QKD pro-
tocol using polarization coding based on PPM modula-
tion. In 2018, Wang et al. [20] presented a novel pas-
sive PPM-MDI-QKD protocol with the two-mode source.
Compared with PPM-QKD protocols [12, 15–18], the
PPM-MDI-QKD protocol completely is free from eaves-
dropping from the measurement device and has a longer
communication distance [19]. However, these MDI-QKD
protocol [20] based on the polarization encoding and
phase encoding schemes is affected by the basis depen-
dence problem, which reduces the key generation rate and
secure transmission distance of the MDI-QKD protocol
to a certain extent.

Most importantly, in 2014, Abruzzo [21] and Panayi
[22] showed that quantum memory (QM) can be used on
third-party Charlie’s measuring equipment in the MDI-
QKD protocol. QM can relieve the requirement for the
sensitivity of the measurement device and improve the
detection efficiency of the measurement device. Char-
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lie first saves the photon states sent by Alice and Bob
in his two QMs, then he performs Bell state measure-
ment (BSM) only on those quantum states that have
been successfully stored on the QM. MDI-QKD proto-
cols based on quantum memory can not only increase
the successful probability of BSM and the key genera-
tion rate, but also extend the secure key transmission
distance. In 2013, China’s Shi Baosen group [23, 24] suc-
cessfully stored or released single-photon pulses carrying
orbital angular momentum (OAM) for the first time. In
2014, the French Laurat group [25] also conducted exper-
imental research on the optical signals that carry OAM
information in cold atomic ensemble. It can be seen that
it is feasible to preserve the optical signal carrying OAM
information for a period of time. The development of
QM technology lays the foundation for the long-range
OAM-MDI-QKD.

Therefore, inspired by PPM-MDI-QKD and QM, we
propose a high efficient PPM-MDI-QPQ protocol using
OAM, named PPM-OAM-MDI-QPQ. In the protocol,
Alice and Bob successively encode their weak pulses with
polarization encoding, PPM modulation and decoy state
modulation separately, and send the quantum states to
Charlie. With the measurement results of Charlie’s BSM,
Bob can establish his database, and Alice can obtain her
queries. The bit-bit information carried by the photons
increases, thereby increasing the key generation rate of
our QPQ protocol and the key-secure transmission dis-
tance. Then we apply OAM to the PPM-MDI-QPQ pro-
tocol to further increase the key generation rate and the
secure-key transmission distance, and achieve basis inde-
pendence. Also, we show enhancements of PPM-MDI-
QPQ throughput beyond the photon reception limit at
increasing channel losses, thus demonstrating a useful
technique for high-rate satellite-based QPQ. In a word,
the application of OAM and PPM and QM can exclude
the basis-dependent flaw and increase the information
content for each single photon and speed up private
queries for much longer secure transmission distance.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a background. Section 3 describes a novel PPM-
OAM-MDI-QPQ protocol. The security analysis is pre-
sented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce pulse position modulation
(PPM) and discuss its properties in detail.

A. Pulse position modulation

Pulse position modulation (PPM) [13] is a form of sig-
nal modulation, in which k message bits are encoded by
transmitting a single pulse in one of N = 2k possible
time bins. The transmitted bit rate is k/T bits per sec-
ond since it is repeated every T seconds.

L represents the slot position of the modulation pulse,
and then the mapping coding relationship of PPM is

L = m1 + 2 ∗m2 + · · ·+ 2k−1 ∗mk (1)

where mk ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k − 1}.
Obviously, according to Eq. (1), the pulse carries logk
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bits of information, which can be used to greatly in-
creases the information carried by the single photon in
quantum key distribution (QKD). Furthermore, accord-
ing to Eq. (1), in QKD, n-bit b1b2 · · · bn encoding is per-
formed. Since Bob knows the polarization state in the
non-empty pulse in the legitimate PPM frame (the legible
PPM frame is defined that exactly one non-empty pulse
within the k consecutive pulses are sent, while there is no
photon at any other pulse slots), if the polarization state
represents a binary special “0”, Bob holds the binary in-
formation b1b2 · · · bn in the legitimate PPM frame, which
keeps unchanged. If the polarization state represents a
binary bit “1”, the binary information b1b2 · · · bn in a le-
gitimate PPM frame is to be performed a bit flipping
operation to become b1b2 · · · bn.

B. PPM’s properties

PPM is a k-ary modulation technique which can be
performed non-coherently, so, it is not necessary for Bob
to use a phase-locked loop (PLL) to track the carrier’s
phase. This advantage makes PPM a suitable candidate
for addressing the problems existed in optical commu-
nications systems. That is, it is difficult and extremely
expensive to modulate and detect coherent phase. Likely,
it can be used to QKD communications to address the
same problems.

III. PROPOSED PPM-OAM-MDI-QPQ
PROTOCOL BASED ON MQ

In this section, we propose a new PPM-OAM-MDI-
QPQ protocol based on MQ, in which Alice and Bob en-
code their weak pulses with polarization encoding, OAM,
k-PPM modulation and decoy state modulation sepa-
rately, and send the quantum states to a third party
Charlie (who can be untrusted). However, in our pro-
tocol, photons are not polarized, but the information
is loaded on the OAM of the photons. Therefore, the
OAM coding plus PPM modulation coding is used to
prepare the PPM frame, and the third party uses the
OAM state separation method to measure. After Char-
lie publishes the measurement results, Bob can establish
his database, and Alice can obtain her queries. Mean-
while, the proposed protocol has better performances in
comparison with existing MDI-QPQ protocol, because
OAM encoding is a basis-independent encoding, and the
k-PPM technology increase the information capacity per
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FIG. 1: The schematic diagram of PPM-OAM-MDI-QPQ protocol based on QM. Where WCP represents weak coherent pulse,
SLM denotes spatial light modulator, PPM represents pulse position modulation, Decoy-IM denotes decoy states intensity
modulator and QM represents quantum memory.

photon over high channel loss. In our protocol, the de-
coy state technique [26] which is introduced in the weak
coherent light source (WCP) used as a light source, can
be used to enhance the security.

According to Figure 1, the detailed description of our
PPM-MDI-QPQ protocol based on MQ is given as fol-
lows.
Step 1. Bob sends the weak coherent pulse to the spatial
light modulator (SLM), where OAM states with different
` values are prepared. Then he randomly encodes the
information with the basis B1 = {|`〉, | − `〉} or B2 =
{ |`〉+|−`〉√

2
, |`〉−|−`〉√

2
}. For example, he encodes |`〉, |`〉+|−`〉√

2

as bit information 0, and |−`〉, |`〉−|−`〉√
2

as bit information
1.

The encoded OAM state with different ` values is
then sent to produce PPM frames in the PPM modu-
lator. Note that for each PPM frame, only one partic-
ular time slot is occupied by a pulse, while the others

are empty pulses without carrying information. Then
encoded OAM state’s time slot position in the frame can
be encoded in terms of Eq. (1). Finally, n-bit b1b2 · · · bn

encoding is performed.
When the legitimate PPM frame is prepared, the PPM

frame is sequentially deciphered by decoy states intensity
modulator (Decoy-IM) in time slots to complete the final
quantum state preparation process. Finally, Bob sends
them to Charlie who is located in the middle through the
quantum channel, and Charlie keeps them in MQ.
Step 2. Alice sends the weak coherent pulse to the SLM,
where OAM states with different ` values are prepared.
Then she encodes the information with the basis B1 =
{|`〉, | − `〉} or B2 = { |`〉+|−`〉√

2
, |`〉−|−`〉√

2
} at random. For

example, she encodes |`〉, |`〉+|−`〉√
2

as bit information 0,

and | − `〉, |`〉−|−`〉√
2

as bit information 1.
Likewise, the encoded OAM state with different ` val-

ues is modulated in the PPM modulator. The PPM
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FIG. 2: The data shifting’s process.

frame is prepared in terms of Eq. (1). Then the PPM
frame is sequentially deciphered by Decoy-IM in time
slots to complete the final quantum state preparation
process. Finally, Alice sends them to Charlie who is lo-
cated in the middle through the quantum channel, and
Charlie keeps them in MQ.

We take an example to more clearly describe our QPQ
protocol, in which a legitimate PPM frame length M =
8 is set. Bob prepares a PPM frame and an encoding
process are described in Table I (the dimension of the
protocol is not involved herein).
Step 3. With the sorters A and B, Charlie performs the
Bell-state measurements on the corresponding time slots
of the two PPM frames synchronously. If the pulses are
detected in the same slot of the two frames separately, the
next measurement is continued. Instead, if not detected
in a certain time slot, the slot is not measured.

Repeat steps 1 and 2 until k ×N successful Bell state
measurements (BSMs) are made, where k is a natural
number determined by the security analysis and N is the
number of database’s bits. Note that this step will make
the protocol completely independent of losses.
Step 4. Alice and Bob proceed to signal siftings. Ac-
cording to the successful measurement results, they rec-
ognize the eligible PPM frames, then sift out and keep
the results of using the same bases as a raw key.

Take M = 8 for example. Fig.2 shows that there
are four cases for the process of data sifting in the pro-
posed protocol. Firstly, Alice and Bob judge whether the
frames they have are eligible. For 8-PPM, a frame con-
sists of 8 time slots. If there is exactly one time slot has a

single photon pulse, and the other 7 time slots are empty
pulses, the frame is regarded as an eligible frame, like (a),
(b) and (c) in Fig.2. While (d) is not an eligible frame
in Fig.2. Based on it, they keep successful measurement
results like (a) and (b) according to the announced re-
sults from Charlie. With the eligible PPM frame and
successful measurement, Alice and Bob broadcast their
bases and they keep the data only when the bases match
like (a). After that, the raw quantum keys are achieved.

Step 5. Now, Alice and Bob establish a string of raw
key of the length k × N . For the raw key, though Alice
only knows partially but Bob knows all. Then, the raw
key is cut into N substrings of length k as `1, `2, · · · , `N

by Bob, who tells every bit’s position to Alice. Then,
` = `1⊕`2⊕· · ·⊕`N is performed between Alice and Bob
respectively. If Alice’s performed outcome is ` = ? · · ·?︸ ︷︷ ︸

N

,

the protocol has to be restarted.

Step 6. With Chan et al.’s method [27], Alice and Bob
perform error correction on ` performed by Alice. Alice
selects the rth query key, calculates the position differ-
ence s = j−r between the rth query key and the position
of the jth query bit in the database and tells Bob. Bob
cyclically shifts his final secure key according to s, for
example, if s = 0, it keeps unchanged, if s > 0, it is
cyclically left shifts, and if s < 0, it is cyclically right
shifts. Bob uses the shifted final secure key to encrypt
the database using one-time pad encryption, and then
encrypts it. The database is sent to Alice. Finally, Alice
uses the selected query key to decrypt the database bit
value she wants to query. To be exact, if final key Kf has
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random number 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

` 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Basis B1 B2 B2 B1 B2 B1 B2 B2 B2 B1

OAM coding | − 1〉 |2〉 |3〉+|−3〉√
2

|4〉−|−4〉√
2

|5〉 |6〉+|−6〉√
2

|7〉 |8〉−|−8〉√
2

|9〉−|−9〉√
2

|10〉
PPM coding 000 100 010 110 001 101 011 111 101 010

Time slot position 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 2

TABLE I: An example of PPM-MDI-QPQ protocol.

been established correctly, and Alice knows the jth bit of
Kf and wants to learn the sth bit Xs of the database.
Alice first publishes the number s = j − r rather than
r to Bob so that he can encode the database bitwise by
adding Kf , shifted by s. Next, Bob publishes N blocks
Cn = Xn⊕Kf

n+s and thus she obtains Xr. The shift will
therefore ensure that Alice’s bit required is encoded with
a key element she knows to guarantee that her query can
be answered in a private way.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we present a detailed security anal-
ysis of our PPM-OAM-MDI-QPQ protocol in terms of
database security and user privacy.

A. Database security

Generally, dishonest Alice attempts to obtain one more
query key. Assume that Alice has perfect quantum mem-
ories and detectors and she can control everything but
Bob’s weak coherent pulses (WCPs) source. Moreover,
we assume that the quantum channel is noiseless, making
Alice receive the quantum states correctly every time.

Similar to QPQ protocols [1, 2, 4–10], in our QPQ pro-
tocol, the indistinguishability of nonorthogonal quantum
states also guarantees the privacy of database. To be ex-
act, Alice announces which states have been projected to
Bell state 1√

2
(|l〉| − l〉 + | − l〉|l〉) successfully until Bob

informs her the classical information of his transmitted
states. Therefore, Alice is able to obtain some indefinite
raw key with certain probability, bringing in indefinite
final key.

As analyzed in Zhao et al.’s protocols [2], Alice can
increase the probability p of the raw key by storing the
received photons in QMs and performing the unambigu-
ous state discrimination (USD) measurements after step
(3). The successful probability of the USD, for Bob’s
announced two honest states, 1√

2
(|l〉| − l〉 + | − l〉|l〉) is

1
2l . Thus, the PPM-MDI-QPQ obtain better database
privacy when l is large. In this cheating strategy, Al-
ice deviates from the PPM-MDI-QPQ protocol to obtain

more items of the database. However, our protocol is
designed to protect only an honest Alice.

B. User privacy

Similarly, dishonest Bob attempts to obtain the posi-
tion of the bit enquired by Alice. However, our protocol
is also cheat-sensitive, since Bob cannot retrieve Alice’s
address and present a right answer for the query at the
same time. In our protocol, Alice can distrust her mea-
surement device. That is, it is reasonable to suppose
that the dishonest Bob can build the measurement de-
vice, which possibly contains his cheating device. Though
the measured outcome from the measurement device can-
not reveal Alice’s state with certainty, it can transmit the
classical information to Bob. In other words, Bob builds
the measurement device and publishes the measurement
results. Therefore, for Alice, she only protects the clas-
sical information of her state preparation from leakage
to the untrusted measurement device and Bob. in our
protocol, the classical message r is not revealed by Al-
ice, so Bob cannot obtain it. So, our protocol is the user
security.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have drawn on the idea of PPM-
OAM-MDI-QKD, and enriched the application of the
PPM-OAM-MDI-QKD method in QPQ with quantum
memory to greatly increase both the key generation rate
and the transmission distance. The differences between
the proposed protocol and the conventional MDI-QPQ
protocols are in the phase of data sifting and PPM encod-
ing. Meanwhile, the proposed protocol has a better per-
formance in comparison with the MDI-QPQ protocols,
because OAM encoding is a basis-independent encoding.
Moreover, the OAM state of photons can have infinitely
many states, the application of OAM state encoding also
makes high-dimensional PPM-MDI-QPQ possible.
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